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The endoplasmic reticulum (ER), a cellular organelle that forms a cell-spanning network of tubes
and sheets, is an important location of protein synthesis and folding. When the ER experiences sus-
tained unfolded protein stress, IRE1 proteins embedded in the ER membrane activate and assemble
into clusters as part of the unfolded protein response (UPR). We use kinetic Monte Carlo simulations
to explore IRE1 clustering dynamics on the surface of ER tubes. While initially growing clusters are
approximately round, once a cluster is sufficiently large a shorter interface length can be achieved
by ‘wrapping’ around the ER tube. A wrapped cluster can grow without further interface length
increases. Relative to wide tubes, narrower tubes enable cluster wrapping at smaller cluster sizes.
Our simulations show that wrapped clusters on narrower tubes grow more rapidly, evaporate more
slowly, and require a lower protein concentration to grow compared to equal-area round clusters on
wider tubes. These results suggest that cluster wrapping, facilitated by narrower tubes, could be an
important factor in the growth and stability of IRE1 clusters and thus impact the persistence of the
UPR, connecting geometry to signaling behavior. This work is consistent with recent experimental
observations of IRE1 clusters wrapped around narrow tubes in the ER network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Protein clustering can be important to the health and
function of a living cell. While many instances of pro-
tein clustering in cell biology occur in three-dimensional
volumes [1], protein clusters can also form on the two-
dimensional surface of the cell membrane [2], such as
those of nephrin [3] and GPCR proteins [4]; and on var-
ious intracellular membranes, such as DRP1 and MAVS
proteins on mitochondria [5–7] and NBR1 proteins on
peroxisomes [8, 9]. Coarsening dynamics, including clus-
ter coalescence and exchange of material between clus-
ters, often describe cluster evolution following forma-
tion [1, 8].

Clustering of the protein IRE1 on the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) membrane activates the unfolded protein
response (UPR) that maintains protein folding home-
ostasis inside the ER [10–12]. The ER is an organelle
composed of a cell-spanning network of tubes and sheets.
A substantial fraction of proteins produced by the cell
transit through the ER, and many are sent from ER exit
sites to the Golgi for further processing [13]. While chap-
erones and other ER factors assist nascent proteins in
folding into functional conformations and the ER con-
tains quality control pathways to remove misfolded or
excess unfolded proteins [12], unfolded proteins can ac-
cumulate in the ER and impede the function of the ER
and the cell [14]. Accumulation of unfolded proteins in
the ER network, known as ER stress, triggers the UPR,
which induces changes to mitigate the unfolded protein
stress.

There are multiple UPR signaling pathways, and the
pathway mediated by IRE1 proteins is the most an-
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cient and widely conserved, shared across yeast, plants,
and mammals [15]. IRE1 is activated by removal of
an attached BiP chaperone by an unfolded protein, fol-
lowed by autophosphorylation that enables the forma-
tion of IRE1 dimers and higher order oligomers [16, 17].
IRE1 oligomers splice mRNA which then traffics into
the nucleus to modify gene expression [16] and mRNA
turnover [14, 18]. Under conditions of prolonged activ-
ity, IRE1 can play a role in the activation of apoptosis
(programmed cell death) [19]. The IRE1 activation from
ER stress causes IRE1 clustering on the membrane of ER
tubes [11, 17, 20, 21]. This clustering behavior is thought
to be essential to the UPR signaling of IRE1 [10, 17]. The
proteins at the cluster periphery diffuse in and out of the
cluster, and evaporating clusters appear to break apart
at their edges [11].

With IRE1 present on the ER membrane in relatively
low concentrations (∼ 1/µm2 in both mammals [11] and
yeast [22–24]), the factors that control diffusive encoun-
ters between IRE1 proteins and clusters are expected to
impact IRE1 clustering behavior. While mean search
times can be calculated on spatial networks such as the
ER [25, 26], the diffusive search by activated IRE1 pro-
teins for other IRE1 monomers and clusters is expected to
exhibit large variation [27]. IRE1 clusters form in yeast
in ∼10 minutes [22] and in mammals in ∼2 hours [11].
With IRE1 diffusivity of D = 0.24 µm2/s [11], diffusive
search times for a target in the mammalian ER would
be on the scale of an hour [25], consistent with diffusive
search playing a role in determining cluster formation
times. IRE1 clusters continue to evolve in both yeast
and mammals over ∼10 hours [11, 22, 28]. This slow de-
crease of cluster number [11, 28] and increase in cluster
size after cluster formation [11], and large majority of
IRE1 localized to clusters [22] are consistent with con-
trol of cluster evolution by Ostwald ripening interactions
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between clusters.

IRE1 clusters are confined to the two-dimensional ER
membrane surface. It is expected that geometric confine-
ment and search dimension will affect diffusive search and
[25, 29–32] and phase separation behavior [8, 9, 33, 34],
key aspects of clustering activity. IRE1 clusters have
been observed with diverse morphologies, including those
that appear wrapped around ER tubes [11, 35] and lo-
calize to narrow ER tubes [35].

Given the novel IRE1 clustering behavior under ER
stress conditions, we use kinetic Monte Carlo simulations
to explore how ER tube geometry impacts IRE1 cluster-
ing behavior. Because of the unique periodic geometry
of a tube, sufficiently large clusters can ‘wrap around’
a tube, and reduce the interface length compared to an
equal-area round cluster. The focus of this work is to
describe how cluster wrapping impacts cluster dynamics.
This ‘wrapped’ cluster morphology is directly impacted
by tube geometry, as narrower tubes allow smaller clus-
ters to become wrapped. We find that tube radius, by
controlling the transition between wrapped and circular
IRE1 clusters, impacts cluster growth rate and stability
(evaporation rate and threshold between cluster growth
and evaporation). This geometric effect on cluster dy-
namics is expected to be a significant factor for IRE1
cluster behavior and the persistence of intracellular UPR
signaling.

II. RESULTS

A. Transition between circular and wrapped IRE1
clusters

IRE1 protein dynamics on a two-dimensional lattice
representing a single tube region of the ER are simulated
using the kinetic Monte Carlo method [36–38]. This ap-
proach is similar to previous lattice-gas models of pro-
tein clustering on cellular membranes [39]. All IRE1
in this region are assumed activated, in line with the
global IRE1 activation observed experimentally [11, 17]
or with local IRE1 activation [40]. The simulation in-
cludes (see Fig. 1) diffusion of both individual IRE1 pro-
teins and IRE1 clusters, with each lattice site permitted
to be occupied by one protein or not occupied. Following
experiments showing diffusivity in a membrane scaling
with inverse particle radius [41] and consistent with the
Stokes-Einstein relation [42], cluster diffusivity is scaled
as N−1/2, where N is the number of proteins in the clus-
ter. The two-dimensional lattice is periodic in one di-
rection to represent the tubular geometry. In the other
direction, IRE1 that diffuses past either end of the two-
dimensional lattice has left the tube region under consid-
eration. Proteins enter both tube ends proportional to an
external concentration cext. Nearest-neighbor IRE1 pro-
teins have a favorable interaction energy, with the energy

Periodic boundary conditions

ΔE = J

ΔE = -J

Particle Diffusion

Cluster Diffusion

c
extc

ex
t

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the kinetic Monte Carlo sim-
ulation algorithm for IRE1 protein and cluster dynamics on
an endoplasmic reticulum tube. Green circles are individual
activated IRE1 proteins, which diffuse on a two-dimensional
lattice as individual proteins and as clusters. Periodic bound-
ary conditions (orange arrow) represent the tubular geometry.
Connection to the rest of the ER network is represented by
a constant external concentration cext, with proteins able to
both enter and leave the tube section. IRE1 interactions are
favored by nearest-neighbor interaction energy J (see Eq. 1).

E of the system

E = −J
∑
〈ij〉

ninj , (1)

where J > 0, 〈ij〉 representing the sum over nearest-
neighbor lattice sites, and ni ∈ [0, 1] is the occupa-
tion of lattice site i. Diffusive moves of individual
IRE1 proteins to unoccupied sites occur at rate k =
k0min[1, exp(−∆E/(kBT ))], with k0 the rate in the ab-
sence of other proteins, and ∆E the change in E (Eq. 1)
from the move, following the Metropolis criterion [43].
Clusters can additionally take collective diffusive steps
to unoccupied sites with k0 reduced by a factor

√
N .

While IRE1 clusters that are small compared to the
ER tube circumference are expected to be approximately
circular in shape (‘round’), experiments show that IRE1
proteins can form clusters that wrap around an ER
tube [11, 35]. The inset of Fig. 2A shows a schematic
of these two types of cluster shape. The interface length
(circumference) of a round cluster is Lround = 2π

√
Na/π,

where a is the membrane area occupied by one IRE1
protein. For a cluster that is sufficiently large to wrap
around the tube, the interface length of a wrapped clus-
ter is Lwrap = 4πrtube, where rtube is the ER tube radius.
Note that this wrapped cluster interface length is inde-
pendent of the number of proteins in the cluster, in con-
trast to the protein number-dependent interface length
of the round cluster. These interface lengths are shown
in Fig. 2A for a 32 nm and 41 nm tube radius as the
cluster size changes. Depending on the radius of the ER
tube, if the cluster can wrap around the tube, a wrapped
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FIG. 2. Cluster conformation transitions. (A) Schematics of round (left inset) and wrapped (right inset) cluster conformations.
Cluster interface lengths for round (blue), and wrapped (red and green) clusters on tubes (diameters 32 nm and 41 nm). (B)
Frequency of transitions between round and wrapped clusters on a 32 nm diameter and 1 µm closed long tube, averaged over
24 runs; and corresponding probability of wrapped cluster conformation. (C) Probability of cluster conformation (wrapped or
round) on a closed tube (no proteins enter or exit) for various protein concentrations, with 38, 48 and 57 nm tube diameter and
1 µm length. Simulations begin with all proteins in a round cluster at tube center. J = 3 kBT , average of 24 runs. (D) Cluster
size at which the interface energy of wrapped clusters becomes energetically favored compared to round clusters (magenta,
Eq. 2), cluster size at which 50% of clusters are in a wrapped conformation in simulations from (C) (cyan), and cluster size at
which round cluster diameter is equal to tube circumference (blue).

cluster will have a shorter interface length.
Because cluster energy is from nearest-neighbor inter-

actions (Eq. 1), the cluster energy Ecluster ≈ −2JN +
LJ/
√
a is approximately the bulk interactions expected

if all proteins were surrounded by nearest neighbors
(−2JN) plus the ‘missing’ interactions from proteins at
the interface rather than surrounded by other proteins
in the bulk (LJ/

√
a). Thus the energy of a cluster of

a given protein number N is proportional to the inter-
face length L, and a shorter-interface cluster of the same
protein number will have a lower energy. Correspond-
ing to cluster sizes for which the round cluster interface
length will be longer than the wrapped cluster interface
length, the round cluster energy will exceed the energy
of a wrapped cluster for

N >
4πr2

tube

a
. (2)

To explore transitions between round and wrapped
clusters, we simulated IRE1 cluster dynamics on a closed
tube with proteins unable to leave or enter (see Ap-
pendix for snapshots of a sample transition). While for

a given cluster size and tube radius, either a wrapped
or round cluster is energetically favored, there may not
be a large enough energy difference for the cluster to in-
definitely settle into either the wrapped or round confor-
mation. The frequency of transitions between wrapped
and round clusters is maximized at an intermediate pro-
tein concentration, with round clusters favored at lower
concentrations and wrapped clusters at higher concentra-
tions (Fig. 2B). The transition frequency peak indicates
a phase transition between round and wrapped confor-
mations. Figure 2C shows how the probability of find-
ing a cluster in the the wrapped conformation increases
with protein concentration (and thus cluster size), tran-
sitioning from a low wrapped probability to high over a
relatively narrow range of protein concentrations. The
transition concentration from round to wrapped clusters
increases as the tube radius increases, as increased tube
radii require larger clusters for a wrapped conformation
to be favored (Eq. 2).

Figure 2D plots the cluster size N at which wrapped
clusters become favored, described by Eq. 2, and com-
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FIG. 3. Cluster formation with open boundary conditions.
The IRE1 external (to the tube region under consideration)
concentration cext and the tube diameter are varied, with
color map indicating mean number of proteins in a cluster
6 hours after initializing with one protein in the tube, aver-
aged over 20 runs, tube length of 1 µm, and J = 5.3 kBT .
Cluster sizes over 20 are indicated as 20. Each tube initially
contains a single IRE1 protein, as the maximum diameter and
concentration sampled correspond to less than a single IRE1
protein in the tube region.

pares to the cluster size for this transition observed in
simulations. While the simulation transition from round
to wrapped follows a similar trend to the prediction, the
simulation transitions occur for slightly higher cluster
sizes. This is expected due to fluctuations in cluster size
from proteins joining/leaving, and from fluctuations in
cluster conformation as a wrapped cluster temporarily
unwraps. Clusters wrap around the tube for substantially
smaller cluster sizes than would naturally wrap through
growth of a round cluster, i.e., at smaller cluster size than
for cluster diameter = tube circumference (Fig. 2D).

B. Cluster growth depends on tube diameter

We now move from exploring IRE1 cluster dynamics
in a closed system with a pre-formed cluster to cluster
formation and growth behavior. In these simulations the
external IRE1 concentration is held fixed, with proteins
able to enter and leave the tube region under considera-
tion. IRE1 clusters form through monomer dimerization
followed by further growth and merging of small multi-
mers. At low external IRE1 concentrations, clusters do
not form. Cluster formation occurs above a concentra-
tion threshold of approximately 1/µm2 independent of
tube diameter for J = 5.3 kBT , shown in Fig. 3 after a
period of 6 hours. Similar results are found at earlier
times, suggesting cluster formation at different tube di-
ameters and concentrations is no longer changing with
time (see Appendix). The independence of the cluster

formation concentration threshold on tube diameter is
attributed to the lack of control of the diameter on the
formation and encounter kinetics of monomers and small
multimers.

We next examine the growth of IRE1 clusters over
time, in these same open tubes exposed to a constant
external concentration. When the cluster is small, the
cluster has a round conformation as it grows. Once suf-
ficiently large, a cluster will fluctuate into a wrapped
conformation. The average cluster growth rate can sub-
stantially increase following this transition from a round
to a wrapped conformation (Fig. 4A). The cluster growth
rate distribution before the wrapping transition is dis-
tinct from the distribution after the transition (Fig. 4B),
with the likelihood of these growth distributions being
drawn from the same underlying distribution approxi-
mately 10−7 according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
While the choice of parameters in Fig. 4A,B empha-
size the cluster growth rate difference, other parameter
choices yield a smaller but consistent growth advantage
for clusters following the wrapping transition (see Ap-
pendix). The increased growth rate of wrapped clus-
ters, compared to round clusters on the same tube, is
attributed to an interface that no longer grows with size
(no further increase in cluster escape), a flat interface
compared to round clusters (reduces cluster escape), and
the encounter of all proteins with a wrapped cluster, com-
pared to a round cluster that a protein can diffuse past
without encountering the cluster.

Figure 4C shows the cluster size at which wrapped
clusters become energetically favored (Eq. 2) and the
cluster size at which the wrapping transition occurs
in simulations with a constant external concentration.
The wrapping transition occurs in the simulated growing
clusters at a significantly larger cluster size than when
the wrapped conformation becomes favorable compared
to the round conformation (compare to Fig. 2D). This
widening of the gap for growing clusters (Fig. 4C) com-
pared to a closed system (Fig. 2D) is expected, as the
fluctuation from a round to a wrapped conformation re-
quires finite time, and if the cluster is continuing to grow
the cluster size will be larger when the transition finally
occurs.

We then investigated whether this increase in cluster
growth rate after the wrapping transition leads to tube-
radius dependent cluster growth rates. Figure 4D shows
that clusters grow more rapidly on wider tubes compared
to smaller tubes. With the external IRE1 concentra-
tion per membrane area held constant, wider tubes (with
larger circumferences) will have a larger number of IRE1
enter per unit time, leading to faster cluster growth.

While clusters on a given tube diameter grow faster
after wrapping (Fig. 4A,B), clusters reach a certain size
more quickly on wider tubes that disfavor the wrapping
transition (Fig. 4D). More proteins enter wider tubes
because of their larger circumference exposed to the
same constant area concentration of proteins as narrower
tubes. The additional proteins provided to wide tubes al-
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FIG. 4. Cluster conformation affects cluster growth rate. (A) Individual cluster growth trajectories (thin lines) vs time, as
well as linear fits of 80 cluster size trajectories before (thick blue) and after (thick red) round-to-wrapped transition, which is
set at t = 0. J = 3 kBT , cext = 34/µm2, 30 nm tube diameter, and tube length of 1 µm. (B) Violin plot of the cluster growth
rates before and after the cluster wrapping transition, with same parameters as (A). (C) Cluster size at wrapping transition
vs tube diameter, with cluster size at which the interface energy of wrapped clusters becomes energetically favorable (purple,
Eq. 2) and cluster size at which wrapping transition occurs during cluster growth simulations (cyan). Tube length 1 µm,
J = 5.3 kBT , averaged over 30 samples. (D) Mean time period for a cluster to grow to a specific size (see legend) vs tube
diameter. J = 5.3 kBT , cext = 1/µm2, tube length of 1 µm, averaged over 30 samples with initial cluster size of 30 proteins.

lows clusters on wider tubes to more quickly reach a cer-
tain size, compared to narrow tubes with clusters that
wrap at smaller cluster sizes. The time for a cluster to
grow to a certain size incorporates delivery rates, which
are larger for wider tubes; as well as cluster conformation,
with enhances growth after the transition to a wrapped
cluster, which occurs earlier in cluster growth on nar-
rower tubes.

C. Wrapped clusters decay more slowly than
round clusters

We now move from exploring cluster growth to clus-
ter decay by setting the external IRE1 concentration to
zero. Therefore, during these cluster decay processes,
IRE1 proteins can exit the tube region under considera-
tion, but do not enter.

Figure 5A shows cluster decay for round and wrapped
clusters. All clusters initially have 200 proteins, with

round clusters on a wider (96 nm diameter) tube and
wrapped clusters on a narrower (32 nm) tube. Wrapped
clusters decay much more slowly, with 200 protein clus-
ters in a wrapped conformation decaying to 50 proteins
after approximately 9× (J = 5 kBT ), 5× (J = 4 kBT ),
and 3.5× (J = 3 kBT ) longer time periods compared to
round clusters. The cluster decay rates for wrapped and
round clusters are compared across interaction energies
in Fig. 5B. While wrapped clusters consistently decay
more slowly than round clusters, the ratio between the
wrapped and round cluster decay rates rises as the IRE1
interaction energy J increases (Fig. 5B inset).

Proteins evaporating from a cluster increase in energy
by nnJ , where nn is the typical number of neighbors of
a protein on the cluster surface, such that the protein
escape rate is proportional to e−nnJ/(kBT ). nn is esti-
mated from the cluster decay (see Fig. 5B), with 200-
protein wrapped clusters exhibiting nn,wrap = 2.44 and
200-protein round clusters nn,round = 1.95. This lower
number of neighbors for round clusters aligns with the in-
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tube length. (B) Cluster decay rates from decay curves in (A). Indicated nn,round and nn,wrap found by linear regression. Inset
shows ratio of round cluster (wide tube) decay rate to wrapped cluster (narrow tube) decay rate, kdecay,r/kdecay,w.

creased interface length and curvature for round clusters
relative to the flatter wrapped cluster interface, which
leads to increased protein escape rates from the surface
of round clusters relative to wrapped clusters [33]. The
ratio of the decay rates is an exponential,

e−nn,roundJ/(kBT )

e−nn,wrapJ/(kBT )
= e∆nJ/(kBT ) , (3)

with ∆n = nn,wrap − nn,round as shown in the inset of
Fig. 5B. By selecting the cluster conformation (wrapped
or round), tube width controls the speed of cluster evap-
oration.

D. Wrapped clusters have lower threshold protein
concentrations between growth and decay

We determine the threshold external IRE1 concentra-
tion cext at which simulated IRE1 clusters switch from
growth to decay by finding the mean cluster size vs time
for different cext (Fig. 6A). The threshold concentra-
tion between cluster growth and decay varies with tube
width (Fig. 6B), with the threshold suddenly increasing
when the tube width increases above a particular diame-
ter. The relatively low threshold concentrations for tube
widths below this sudden increase in Fig. 6B correspond
to wrapped clusters, and the relatively high threshold
concentrations for tube widths above this sudden in-
crease correspond to round clusters. The tube diameter
at which the threshold concentration changes suddenly
increases approximately corresponds to the diameter at
which clusters transition between wrapped and round
conformations (Fig. 2C). Below and above this diameter
at which the threshold concentration suddenly changes

(at which clusters switch from round to wrapped), the
threshold concentration changes less with tube diameter.

For an IRE1 cluster at the threshold concentration c0,
the inward flux of proteins from outside the tube re-
gion under consideration to the cluster is proportional
to the external concentration cext = c0, the tube radius
rtube, and the probability of encountering the cluster at
its axial position pe, and inversely proportional to the
length of the tube ` (proportional to the probability of a
protein at one end of the tube reaching the other end
without first leaving by the initial end). The inward
flux is Φin = αc0rtubepe/`, with α a proportionality con-
stant that includes factors other than concentration and
geometry, such as the IRE1 diffusivity and protein in-
teraction strength. For wrapped clusters, pwrap

e = 1,
because the cluster wraps around the tube, such that
proteins cannot reach the axial position of the cluster
without encountering the cluster. For round clusters,
pe = 2rcluster/(2πrtube) = rcluster/(πrtube) as a round
cluster only covers a fraction of the tube circumference.

The flux of proteins escaping from the cluster will be
proportional to the cluster interface length: Φwrap

out =
βwrapLwrap and Φround

out = βroundLround, with β a pro-
portionality constant including IRE1 diffusivity, inter-
action strength, and the interface curvature (curvature
will differ between wrapped and round conformations).
Lwrap = 4πrtube and Lround = 2πrcluster.

At the threshold concentration c0, the cluster is not
growing or decaying, and Φin = Φout. This yields
cwrap
0 = 4πβwrap`/α and cround

0 = 2π2βround`/α. The
difference between βwrap and βround is that the round
clusters are expected to have a more curved interface
than wrapped clusters. However, this curvature differ-
ence is expected to become small for larger clusters, such
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FIG. 6. Threshold concentration between cluster growth and decay. (A) Mean trajectories for clusters in tube with different
external concentrations cext (each curve is a different cext). The lowest concentration is 0.1/µm2, highest concentration is
0.4/µm2, with concentration intervals of approximately 0.021/µm2, with 15 concentrations shown. Each concentration averaged
over 20 runs. Clusters begin with 200 proteins, and begin as round unless tube is too narrow, in which case the cluster starts
wrapped. (B) Threshold concentration c0 between cluster growth and decay as tube diameter is varied. Threshold concentration
determined by linear fit of cluster growth rates near zero cluster growth. For diameters less than the diameter at which the
threshold concentration transitions (suddenly jumps), clusters are wrapped; for diameters greater than the transition, clusters
are round. Tube length 1 µm, J = 5.3kBT as in the phase diagram of Fig. 3.

that βwrap ≈ βround. With this approximation, the ratio
between threshold concentrations is

cround
0

cwrapped
0

≈ π

2
, (4)

approximately 1.57. In Fig. 6B, this ratio is approx-
imately 1.64 for clusters with 100 proteins and 1.48
for clusters with 200 proteins (comparing the threshold
concentrations at the smallest and largest tube diameters
in Fig. 6B). Round clusters on wider tubes require a
higher external IRE1 concentration to avoid cluster
decay compared to wrapped clusters on narrow tubes.
This suggests that tube geometry (diameter) could play
an important role in IRE1 cluster stability, and impact
the location of persistent clusters as cluster coarsening
occurs via Ostwald ripening. Figure 6 suggests that
stability of clusters of a certain size is step-like, with
clusters above a certain size gaining considerable stabil-
ity on sufficiently narrow tubes.

Overall, our results indicate hysteretic behavior for
IRE1 cluster dynamics on ER tubes (see Fig. 7). Under
ER protein stress, the concentration of activated IRE1
will rise. Once the concentration has sufficiently risen
(to approximately 1/µm2 for the parameters of Fig. 7,
comparable to physiological IRE1 concentrations of ap-
proximately 1/µm2 [11, 22, 23]), IRE1 clusters can form.
The available concentration of IRE1 in the ER network
will decrease as IRE1 proteins join clusters and the clus-
ters undergo Ostwald ripening. With time, as the actions
stimulated by the unfolded protein response (UPR) path-

way begin to mitigate ER protein stress, IRE1 may be-
gin to deactivate, also reducing the pool of active IRE1
available for clustering. As the concentration of active
IRE1 outside of clusters decreases, this concentration will
first fall below the threshold concentration between clus-
ter growth and decay for round clusters (∼ 0.4/µm2 in
Fig. 7), which is higher than this threshold concentration
for wrapped clusters (∼ 0.25/µm2 in Fig. 7) by approx-
imately a factor π/2; and then fall below the threshold
concentration between wrapped cluster growth and de-
cay. Wrapped clusters will be the last to begin to decay
as the active IRE1 concentration decreases. There is a
gap between the threshold concentration between cluster
growth and decay (low) and the concentration required
for cluster formation (high). As concentration of active
IRE1 proteins is rising from nearly zero, the concentra-
tion must become relatively high to cause cluster for-
mation. Once formed, clusters will continue to grow at
concentrations below the cluster formation threshold.

III. DISCUSSION

IRE1 protein clusters form on the surface of the en-
doplasmic reticulum (ER) under conditions of unfolded
protein stress in the ER. As the ER is a network of tubes
and sheets, many of these IRE1 clusters form on the tube
surfaces. The tubular geometry allows a growing clus-
ter to ‘wrap’ around the tube and grow without further
increases to the cluster interface length. Using kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations, we have shown that tube di-
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FIG. 7. Summary of IRE1 concentrations important for clus-
ter dynamics. Left: Threshold concentrations for cluster for-
mation (blue, see Fig. 3), decay of 100- and 200-protein clus-
ters (cyan and magenta, respectively, from Fig. 6B). Clus-
ters do not form until a relatively high IRE1 concentration is
reached — as concentration decreases, clusters can grow be-
low this high cluster formation threshold. Clusters will decay
on wider tubes at a higher concentration than on narrower
tubes, because clusters on narrower tubes are in a wrapped
configuration and are more stable, compared to round clus-
ters on wider tubes. Right: Schematic of cluster growth and
decay trajectory. Concentration begins near zero, with no
cluster. As the concentration increases past the cluster forma-
tion threshold, clusters will form and grow (black solid curve).
As the concentration begins to decrease, the cluster growth
diminishes (dashed black curve). Once the concentration is
sufficiently low, first round clusters (blue solid curve) and then
wrapped clusters (red solid curve) will decay. J = 5.3 kBT
for both panels.

ameter affects cluster dynamics, as narrower tubes en-
courage cluster wrapping, affecting cluster growth and
stability.

The cluster growth rate increases when the cluster is
sufficiently large that the cluster has transitioned from
a round to a wrapped conformation. When clusters are
wrapped around the tube, they gain several advantages
for growth relative to round clusters. Wrapped clusters
have an interface that does not grow with increased clus-
ter size, in contrast to round clusters which have an in-
terface length that increases with the square root of the
cluster area, and protein escape from clusters will in-
crease with a longer interface. Wrapped clusters have a
flat interface, while round clusters have a curved inter-
face — lower interface curvature decreases protein escape
from clusters [33]. Wrapped clusters are also able to en-
counter all proteins traversing the tube, in contrast to
round clusters. However, clusters on wider tubes grow
faster than those on narrower tubes, although clusters

transition from round to wrapped at a smaller size on nar-
rower tubes, due to the higher rate of proteins entering
wider tubes exposed to the same external concentration,
but with greater circumference, compared to narrower
tubes. Overall we find that tube geometry is important
to determining cluster growth rate, both because narrow
tubes allow a wrapped cluster conformation that provides
a growth increase relative to a round conformation, and
because clusters on wider tubes grow more quickly.

We find that for clusters of a given size, wrapped clus-
ters on narrower tubes decay significantly more slowly
than round clusters on wider tubes. By examining clus-
ter decay under conditions with no incoming proteins to
grow the cluster, we isolated the impact of protein es-
cape from clusters, showing that proteins escape from
wrapped clusters more slowly than from round clusters.
We attribute this slower escape from wrapped clusters to
a shorter interface length and less curved interface com-
pared to round clusters.

We find that the threshold IRE1 concentration for
IRE1 cluster formation does not depend on tube diame-
ter. However, the growth and decay of existing clusters
depends on tube diameter, particularly through the con-
trol of cluster conformation (wrapped vs round) by the
tube diameter. We show that wrapped clusters on nar-
rower tubes are more stable than round clusters on wider
tubes, by demonstrating that the threshold protein con-
centration between cluster growth and decay is higher
for the round clusters on wide tubes than for equal-sized
wrapped clusters on narrow tubes. This lower thresh-
old concentration between growth and decay for wrapped
clusters is attributed to less protein escape due to a
shorter and less curved interface, and to the encounter
of all proteins traversing the tube with the cluster. We
predict that wrapped clusters will switch from growth to
decay at protein concentrations that are lower by approx-
imately a factor π/2, which is similar to our simulation
results.

We also find that the threshold concentrations between
growth and decay of existing clusters (for both round and
wrapped clusters) are substantially lower than the clus-
ter formation threshold. Cluster dynamics are thus hys-
teretic. Clusters do not form until a high concentration
is reached, but once the clusters have formed, they can
grow at concentrations substantially below the cluster
formation concentration threshold. Cluster growth will
decrease the concentration of available IRE1, evaporat-
ing all but the largest clusters; and the unfolded protein
response (UPR) will also act to reduce the active IRE1
concentration. The cluster dynamics thus have a form
of ‘memory’, because the cluster formation concentra-
tion threshold is higher than the threshold between the
growth and decay of existing clusters.

It is known that Ostwald ripening will lead small clus-
ters to decay prior to larger clusters [34]. Our results
suggest that cluster wrapping adds an additional effect,
where larger IRE1 clusters are able to wrap around the
ER tube and decrease the threshold concentration be-
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tween cluster growth and decay. For wider ER tubes,
clusters must be larger to achieve a wrapped conforma-
tion. As the cluster numbers decrease through Ostwald
ripening, our results suggest that wrapped clusters, per-
haps more likely to be found on narrow ER tubes, will be
among the clusters that grow most persistently and will
be among the last to begin to decay. The slower decay
dynamics, at lower IRE1 concentration, of IRE1 clusters
wrapped on narrow ER tubes thus control the persistence
of IRE1 clustering and downstream signaling.

Our simulation results showing that sufficiently large
clusters prefer to wrap around the ER tube align with ex-
perimental observations of IRE1 clusters. IRE1 clusters
have been in observed with diverse morphologies, includ-
ing those that appear wrapped around ER tubes [11, 35]
and localize to narrow ER tubes [35].

We have shown that domain geometry can affect clus-
ter behavior, with cluster wrapping around tubes per-
mitting narrower tubes to harbor more stable clusters.
Previous work investigating autophagy receptor protein
cluster formation on peroxisomes has shown that clusters
are more likely to form and grow on larger spheres [8, 9].
While both represent local geometric influence over clus-
ter behavior, clusters on tubes enhance cluster stabil-
ity by altering the cluster interface compared to round
clusters, while cluster growth on larger spheres is me-
diated by initial formation of larger clusters with an
Ostwald ripening growth advantage and the arrival of
more proteins to larger spheres. Clusters forming on a fi-
nite two-dimensional surface have a minimum stable clus-
ter size that increases as the finite two-dimensional area
grows [33], similar to our finding that a smaller domain
can increase the stability of smaller clusters.

Yeast ER tubes (mean diameter of 38 nm [23]) are sig-
nificantly narrower than mammalian ER tubes (mean di-
ameter of 96 nm [44]), suggesting IRE1 cluster wrapping
could occur for smaller clusters and be more stable in
yeast compared to mammalian cells. Recent experiments
suggest that mammalian ER tubes have narrow (∼25 nm
diameter) and wide (∼100 nm diameter) regions along
their length, and that ER tubes in different cell types
may be primarily the narrow or wide type [45]. Tube
radii in both yeast (20 – 50 nm diameter [23]) and mam-
malian (50 – 140 nm diameter [44]) cells also vary widely.
These observations, in combination with our results, sug-
gest that IRE1 clusters could localize to or be more stable
on narrow ER tube regions or narrower ER tubes. Clus-
ters located in narrow regions or on narrow tubes would
experience an energy difference if moved from a region
where the cluster could wrap to where the cluster must
be round (in addition to the energy barrier of cluster con-
formation change). It also suggests that cell types with
largely narrow tubes could be more conducive to IRE1
cluster stability and persistence.

Many of the experiments that observe IRE1 clustering
overexpressed IRE1. Despite work indicating that IRE1
clusters are important for UPR signaling [10, 11, 17, 35],
recent work [46, 47] indicates that endogenous IRE1 lev-

els in certain mammalian cells (approximately 1/µm2)
are significantly lower than when IRE1 is overexpressed,
and that large IRE1 clusters may not be required for
UPR signaling. However, it is noted that IRE1 concen-
tration can vary between cells and for cells in patholog-
ical states [46, 48, 49]. For yeast, experiments demon-
strate that IRE1 cluster formation upon ER stress in
yeast is essential for UPR signaling [20, 22, 50] — we are
not aware of any work suggesting otherwise. If there is
a difference in IRE1 clustering behavior between yeast
and mammalian cells, it is possible that the smaller ER
tubes in yeast cells (∼40 nm diameter in yeast [23] vs
∼100 nm diameter in mammals [44]) combined with the
increased cluster stability provided by cluster wrapping
on narrower tubes could contribute to more IRE1 clus-
tering behavior in yeast. Although large IRE1 clusters
may not be required for UPR signaling to occur [46, 47],
there are IRE1 signaling modes that require larger IRE1
oligomers [18], and our work explores how the persistence
of these signaling modes will be affected by IRE1 clus-
tering and ER geometry.

IRE1 clustering on the ER may be tied to human
health. Prolonged UPR activation (including IRE1 sig-
naling) is associated with neurodegenerative diseases,
suggesting a possible pathological role for dysfunctional
IRE1 and other UPR signaling [51]. Insulin production
in pancreatic beta cells induces ER stress and UPR (in-
cluding IRE1) activation, and it has been proposed that
UPR dysregulation may predispose individuals to dia-
betes [52]. Protein clustering on other organelles, such
as mitochondria, suggests that further understanding of
intracellular receptor clustering dynamics may be impor-
tant for human health. Mitochondrial MAVS proteins
aggregate as part of viral immunity. Typically dispersed
on the membranes of many mitochondria, MAVS pro-
teins aggregate on the membranes of a few mitochondria
as part of antiviral innate immune response when a cell
detects viral RNA, and are required for RLR viral infec-
tion signaling [7, 53]. Persistent MAVS aggregation may
play a role in lupus pathology [54].

With Monte Carlo simulations, we have found that
narrow ER tubes facilitate an IRE1 cluster conformation
that wraps around the tube, influencing cluster growth
and increasing cluster stability and persistence. As IRE1
is an important protein in signaling of the unfolded pro-
tein response, our work shows that geometry can be an
important factor for modulating cell signaling and main-
taining cell health.
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Appendix A: Method

To simulate IRE1 cluster dynamics on ER tubes we
used the widely-applied kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) al-
gorith [36–38] with IRE1 proteins diffusing on a two-
dimensional lattice.

The diffusivity on a two-dimensional lattice with spac-
ing ∆x is D = ∆x2/(4∆τ), with τ the mean time be-
tween subsequent steps. The IRE1 diffusivity on the ER
membrane has been measured as D = 0.24 µm2/s [11].
For the lattice spacing ∆x we will use the diameter of an
IRE1 protein, which is approximately 10 nm [35]. This
sets τ ≈ 10−4 s.

While ER tube lengths have significant variation, many
tube lengths fall in the range of 0.5 – 3 µm in mammalian
cells [55] and 250 – 750 nm in yeast [23], and we use a
tube length of 1 µm for all simulations. ER tube diameter
has a wide range, in mammals largely falling from 50
– 140 (mean 96 nm) [44] with narrower examples with
diameters as small as 25 nm observed [35, 45], and in
yeast largely from 20 – 50 nm (mean 38 nm) [23]. In our
simulations, we explore diameters from 28 nm to 121 nm.

In the direction of the axis perpendicular to the length
of the tube, a diffusing protein has periodic boundary
conditions. While the results of Fig. 2 are for a closed
tube without IRE1 protein exchange beyond the tube,
all other results allow proteins to diffuse into and out
of the tube ends. IRE1 proteins enter lattice sites at
tube ends subject to a constant IRE1 protein concen-
tration cext boundary condition. With cext expressed in
units of proteins/µm2, and a concentration of 1/µm2 =
10−4/lattice site, proteins enter empty edge lattice sites
at a rate 10−4µm2cext/(4τ).

The IRE1 copy number in a mammalian cell has been
estimated at 104, and the ER surface area estimated as
10× the cell membrane area or 104 µm2, giving an IRE1
concentration of 1/µm2 [11]. This corresponds to ∼0.31
IRE1 proteins on a tube with a 100 nm diameter and
1 µm length. The IRE1 copy number in a yeast cell
has been estimated at 250 [22]. The ER volume in a 1
µm diameter bud has been estimated at 0.025 µm3 [23],
and an approximately spherical yeast cell has volume
42 µm3 [24] corresponding to a 4.32 µm diameter, so scal-
ing the ER volume by the cell/bud volume ratio, the ER
volume in the mother cell is approximately 2 µm3. The
ratio of volume to surface area in yeast ER is approxi-
mately 8 nm [23], so the yeast ER surface area is approxi-
mately 250 µm2. Thus the approximate IRE1 concentra-
tion on the ER surface is 1/µm2, very similar to the mam-
malian concentration. We explore IRE1 concentrations
of zero to see how clusters will decay; within an order

of magnitude of the physiological concentration 1/µm2;
and up to 34/µm2 to encourage fast cluster growth.

IRE1 interaction strengths J in the range 3 – 7 kBT
were used. J = 5 – 7 kBT lead to cluster formation
near the cellular IRE1 concentration and J = 3 – 4 kBT
provide faster dynamics for efficient simulations.

The simulation allows IRE1 proteins forming a cluster
to collectively diffuse, as IRE1 clusters freely diffuse on
the ER membrane, rather than experiencing constrained
diffusion or active transport [11]. Following experiments
showing diffusivity in a membrane scaling with inverse
radius [41] and consistent with the Stokes-Einstein rela-
tion [42], cluster diffusivity is scaled as 1/R where R is
the cluster radius or N−1/2, where N is the number of
proteins in the cluster. In the simulation, IRE1 proteins
can join clusters as multimers, but only escape as indi-
vidual proteins. Clusters are also not permitted to leave
the tube on the ends, with such Monte Carlo steps not
allowed.

A cluster is considered wrapped if it has at least one
protein in every row of the lattice. In Fig. 2B, the cluster
conformation transition frequency is calculated by sim-
ulating for a fixed time, and then dividing the number
of transitions by the simulation time. One transition is
counted for each switch from round to wrapped confor-
mation or vice versa. In Fig. 4A the round-to-wrapped
transition time is the average of the first time the clus-
ter transitions from round to wrapped and the final time
the cluster transitions from round to wrapped, as the
cluster can fluctuate between the two conformations. In
Fig. 5B, the cluster decay rate is the slope between the
first and last data point in a decay curve averaged over
30 simulations.

Appendix B: Additional Simulations

Figure 8A,B,C shows the transition from a round clus-
ter to a wrapped cluster.

Figure 9A,B,C shows cluster formation with open
boundary conditions for different times, after 2 hours of
cluster development from a tube with a single protein
(Fig. 9A), 4 hours (Fig. 9B), and 6 hours (Fig. 9A, which
is shown in Fig. 3). Cluster formation, shown for various
concentrations and tube diameters, does not appear to
meaningfully change across these times 2 – 6 hours.

Figure 9D,E,F shows the probability of cluster decay
for clusters having reached 10 proteins (Fig. 9D), 20 pro-
teins (Fig. 9E), and 30 proteins (Fig. 9F). A cluster of
size 10 is likely to decay, particularly at lower concentra-
tions. However, clusters that have reached size 20 or 30
are very unlikely to decay, even at lower concentrations.
This allows us to consider that clusters that have reach a
size of 20 are unlikely to decay and the tube will continue
to harbor a cluster.

Figure 10A,B shows the change in cluster growth rates
before and after a wrapping transition, as in Fig. 4B.
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FIG. 8. Snapshots of cluster wrapping transition. The lattice has periodic boundary conditions in the direction long the tube
circumference. (A) Cluster is in an approximately round state. (B) Cluster is growing long in the direction of the circumference
o the tube. (C) The cluster has wrapped around the tube. Closed boundary conditions at tube edges, J = 3kBT , and 35
proteins in approximately 32 nm diameter and length 500 nm tube.

Cluster growth rate increases after the wrapping transi-
tion.

Appendix C: Derivation

In the derivation of Eq. 4 there is an inverse length
` of the tube factor for the inward flux Φin. Here we
consider a protein taking steps on a discrete lattice away
from an absorbing boundary, to represent the probabil-
ity that a protein that has just entered the tube region
under consideration (and is inside by a distance equal to
a single lattice spacing) will reach a distance ` into the
tube region under consideration without first reaching
the absorbing boundary.

The probability that a protein a single lattice site into
the tube will move to the second lattice site into the tube
without hitting the absorbing boundary is 1/2. More
generally, Pn−1→n, w/o→0 is the probability that a protein
n− 1 sites from the absorbing boundary will reach site n
without first reaching the absorbing boundary at site 0,

Pn−1→n, w/o→0 =
1

2
+

1

2
Pn−2→n−1, w/o→0

1

2

+

(
1

2
Pn−2→n−1, w/o→0

)2
1

2
+ . . . (C1)

=
1

2

∞∑
m=0

(
1

2
Pn−2→n−1, w/o→0

)m

(C2)

=
1

2

(
1− 1

2
Pn−2→n−1, w/o→0

)−1

.

(C3)

The first term in Eq. C1 represents a protein that im-
mediately steps from site n − 1 to site n without other
intervening steps. The second term in Eq. C1 represents
a protein that first steps from site n−1 to site n−2 (prob-
ability 1/2) and then follows a trajectory that returns to
site n−1 without hitting the absorbing boundary (prob-
ability Pn−2→n−1, w/o→0) and then takes a step to site n
(probability 1/2). Subsequent terms involve m of these
steps to site n − 2, and then trajectories that return to
site n− 1 without hitting the absorbing boundary.

Equation C3 is a sequential formula for
Pn−1→n, w/o→0. We can start with P1→2, w/o→0 = 1/2
and find P2→3, w/o→0 = 2/3, and similarly that
P2→3, w/o→0 = 3/4. Generally, for Pn−2→n−1, w/o→0 =
(n− 2)/(n− 1) then

Pn−1→n, w/o→0 =
1

2

(
1− 1

2

n− 2

n− 1

)−1

(C4)

=
n− 1

n
. (C5)

The probability of reaching a site n lattice sites from the
absorbing boundary is then

P1→n, w/o→0 =

n∏
m

n− 1

n
(C6)

=
1

n
. (C7)

The number of sites n = `/∆x, so the probability of
reaching a distance ` into the tube is ∆x/`. In the deriva-
tion of Eq. 4, the ∆x factor is absorbed into α.
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FIG. 9. Cluster formation with open boundary conditions. (A,B,C) mean IRE1 cluster size with open boundary conditions
at the indicated times. The IRE1 external (to the tube region under consideration) concentration cext and the tube diameter
are varied, with color map indicating mean number of proteins in a cluster. Clusters of sizes greater than 20 are binned with
cluster size 20. (D,E,F) Cluster decay probability for clusters of different size with different external IRE1 concentrations cext.
The left axis (magenta) is the probability that a cluster of size 10 (D), 20 (E), and 30 (F) will decay. The right axis is the
number of clusters included in each decay probability calculation. Tube length 1 µm and J = 5.3 kBT .

A B

FIG. 10. Violin plot of the cluster growth rates before and after the cluster wrapping transition. (A) Tube diameter of 32 nm.
Mean growth rate before wrapping is 1.01 proteins/s, and after wrapping it is 1.14 proteins/s. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)
test returned a p-value of 4.27 × 10−8 between the two distributions. (B) Tube diameter of 46 nm., Mean growth rate before
wrapping is 1.47 protein/s, and after wrapping it is 1.75 proteins/s. The K-S test returned a p-value of 6.20 × 10−10 between
the two distributions. For both panels, J = 5.3 kBT as in Fig. 3, tube length is 1µm, cext = 1/µm2, and means averaged over
80 runs.
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